Knowledge Organiser Y11 ESOL - Parts of a CV - Spring 2
Section A – Key Vocabulary
CV
(Curriculum
Vitae)

summary of your professional experience and
educational background, along with other
relevant information when applying for
job/college/university, etc.

Personal Profile

4-5 lines including a positive statement about
yourself with key skills/qualities and possibly
a career aim.
Sell yourself to the employer.

Personal Details

full name, address, mobile phone/home
phone number, email address, D.O.B

Education and
Qualifications

educations and qualifications: certificates,
diplomas, GCSE GRADES

Skills/Attributes

the ability to do something well; expertise/
qualities

Work
Experience

any work experience you did at school and
any other part time or full time work you
have had.

Cover Letter

Referee

Hobbies/
Interests

document sent alongside your CV when
applying for jobs. it gives you the chance to
explain to an employer why you're the best
candidate for the job.
a person who knows you and can say why
you are suitable for a job (former employer,
your teacher, your manager)
what you enjoy in your spare time especially
any sports or creative activities

Section B – Parts of a CV
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Section D – Homework
1. Read/cover/write and self mark the meaning of
words in Section A.
2. Look at Section B and answer the following
question: What are the top 3 skills that represent
you best? When did you use/prove these skills last
time?
3. Translate the words in Section A in your first
language. Use your bilingual dictionary.
4. Use the key vocabulary in Section A to start
collecting information for your own CV.
5. Write the details of the people who will be you
referees: names, job title, email address, phone
number.
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Tip
s

Try to make sure your CV fits on one A4
sheet. Jiggle the formatting until it fits. You
can change font: you’ll find that switching
from Arial to Calibri will save space, or
change from font size 12 to 11.
Avoid Times New Roman – a boring old
fashioned font. Go for simplicity and clarity.
Don’t forget to do a spellcheck.

